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ABSTRACT 

The high energy cross sections and t distributions 

for w :intl c/J I~hotoproduc tion have been measured. IJsing our 

published Po t1;~t.a) thcso rcsul ts, and the vector dominance 

model WC calculate the total hadronic photon-proton crabs 

sections obtaining values in good agreement with direct meas- 

urements ~ 
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and 

The high energy reaction:-; 
t - 

yp--*?I 71 p, (1) 

yp --a l&p, (2) 
f-0 

yp--+n 7r 7r P, (3) 

have been studied in an experiment using the SLAC! 2.2 meter streamer chamber 

in a 16 GeV pencil brcmsstrahlung bcnm. Some details on the experimental arrange- 

ment and on the analysis of reaction (1) were reported earlier. ’ In this paper the 

arc given. Using the :LssumpLion of vcclor meson dominance of the hndronic clec- 

tromagnctic current (vector dominance model’), and Lhc photon-vector meson 

coupling constants from recent colliding beam measurements3 we evaluate the 

total hadronic photon-proton cross section and the total vector mescjn-proton 

cross sections . 

A selection of event types (1) and (2) was made with the following criteria: 

(a) a three con:l;lr:Lint fit convcrgcs (X2 < SO), 

(‘)I the ioniz:\.ljotI informatjon was consistent with the filt.ing hypothesis. 

For those events which fitted both hypothesis (1) and (2) the selection was 

made on the basis of the fit with hi~llcrpro~)a~ility. In the mass region of the # 

meson only one cvcnt fitted both h.yIyl,othcsis. 

Rvcnts which tlit! not satisfy lhc ;tt~)vc crilcrin were nn:~lyzcri as reactions 

with a single missing neutral (71’ or neutron). Again consistency with ionization 

information was rccIuirct1 while :L weak constr:lint was given by the peak energy 

of the brcmsstr;Mung :~vail:tble. C,lcarly these events contain a substanticll back- 

ground of multiple 7r” production, but it appears that this background was reason- 

ably small in Lhe w region at high cncrgy. 
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Figure 1.n shows the tlislribulion of the invariant K+li- mass. The distribution 

of the four-momentum transfer to the KfK- system in the region of the $I meson 

(1.01 - 1. 03 C&V) Wils fitted to a function of the form A e 
-13 t-tmin 

I I and the values 

of the parameters A and I3 arc given in Table I. 

Figure lb shows the n+n-n’ mass distribution due to reaction (3) between 2 

and 16 GcV incident photon energy separated into two energy regions. In order to 

obtain the intensity of the w signal, WC: fitted our data to a superposition of a 

Gaussian and a polynomial background. A mass width (standard deviation) of the 

distribution of * 20 MeV was obtained. The t distribution to the 37r system in the 

o region was fitted to an exponential function for which parametersappear in Table I 

for photon energies between 5 and 16 GcV. The corresponding numbers for the 

energy interval 2-5 GcV are: 

A = (35 f 12) ~b/GeV2, 

B := (9. 0 * 2.6) c;cV -2 , 

Q = (3.9 * 0.9) pb; 

these values are in very good agreement with bubble chamber measurements. 4 

Cross sections for both w and $I have been computed by correcting the 

geometrical efficiency for each individual event following the method used for 

011 I’ yp -,+,)O]) ClittJ ;I the nrlmhcrs hvc :tlso hxn corrcctcd for unnccn decay 

modes. In columns 3 ant1 4 of ‘J’,~blc I are listed the differential cross sections 

att -t min and the slope parameters B v for the photoproduction of p, w, and 4. 

The energy regions and the wcightcd average energies are given in column 1. 

The Vector Dominance Model (VDM) permits one to write the following 

relation between amplitudes 2 

A(yp--yp) = c 
V’ 

f, A(YP--V;$ 
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where 

v’ ,v 

.‘tr 
--.-.. ._.._ 

and 

cm 2 _ 

fv” 

stands for Vector meson, 

means the transverse polarization 

states of v, 

is the vector meson-photon coupling 

constant. 

From IQ. (4) and the optical theorem one can derive a relation for the total 

yp cross section 

-- o;r(YP) = 4 J;;- c p g (?p-VtrP)lt _ o k2 (5) 
v v V 

where 

Re NW --+p) 
o! z- 

V Im WI) --vtrp) 
t=o 

allows for a possible contribution of a real part for the mostly diffractive 

amplitudes (5). 

We can now test VDM by evaluating (5), knowing our measured data and 

rcccnt rncasuremcnts on lhc coupling constants, 
3 

and by comparing the result 

with independent measurements of qYpb4y’2 

‘I’herc is some uncertainty about ~1~. J<xpcrimcntal information is available 

only for u! and indicates that CY~ is less than 101jb and consistent with zero. 
5,ll 

P 
Assuming CY~ = 0 we obtain 0;1’(yp) from (5) accurate to about 2O~k, (the 

isoscalar amplitudes contribute in total only this amount). 
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whr’rt? WC? 3ssu1nccl 

I diff, 2 
)---Vp) = -5 

G) t-o v 

only ‘elastic’ amplitudes V =: V’ contrihutc 

;1ntl lit: A( &I-- VI,) = 0 . 

rlIII~o~r~~,lt 1’01. lli(> I~c*:rc~lil~rl ;JI--I,P() xl 1 cxjwrj tuc:ntal evidciicr: sugg:c!:;ts a nc:;trly 

plirc rlifl‘rnctivc J)I.o(‘(:s:;, ;I non-difkact ivc contribution in the reaction (3) is 

cspec ktl. x 

l?rom a fit of lhct cn(‘r::‘y dependence of reaction (3) between 2 and 16 C;eV 

1.0 ;i l’lic~nc,trlc~nolt~~~i~, f~)rnI~ 

(6) 

(7) 



‘l’hc results frown the cvalualion of (6) :trc lislctl in ‘1’:rl~l~~ I. 

The /To, w and (/I proton total cross sections are in agrcemcnt with 1’ eoret- 

ical predictions from the Quark model’ and from SU(3) wi.th universalif’. and 

symmetry breaking in the Pomeranchuk trajectory. 7 ‘They arc also in 
_ . 

agreement with published cross sections at lower energy (3-5 GeV) obtained 

from I,hotopr”‘lrlcl.icin of (1’ and (I, on colnI>lc!x nliclci, 
10 although WC arc aware 

of possihlc problems in making an accurate comparison hctween those data 

and onr s . 
. 
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TABLE II 

VDM Calculation of a,(yp) (in pb) 

2-4 4-a 8 - 16 

I 
I- 

_- w 

2-5 I 5 - 16 I 

18 3 + 3.4 . 3.7 15.5 -t 3. 
- -3.4, 

2 - 16 

$ 
-I- 1.5 

7-1- 1.9 

‘T(Y P) 

2-4 I 4-8 I 8 - 16 

135.6*16 lll1i.j” / 124:;;;; 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

la. Invariant mass spectrum hTK.tK- from the reaction yp--pK”K- (3 constraint). 

1.b. Invariant mas:j spectrum Mn.~-a-7io from the reaction yp-pn’n-7ro (0 constraint) 

for cncrgy intervals 2_<Ey55CeV 

and (shaded) 5IEy516 Cev . 

2a. Hadronic photon-proton total cross section measured points 4,l:: together 

with calculated points (VDM f SLAC streamer chamber data). 

2b. o cross section from the reaction yp dp~ (SLAC streamer ch::mber data 

and lower energy data’). The solid line is a fit according to (7); the shaded 

region indicates the diffractive limits. 
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